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We have investigated both q1 and q2 charge density wave CDW states taking place in NbSe3 by means of
low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy STM under ultrahigh vacuum on the in situ cleaved b ,c
surface. High-resolution topographical images with atomic lattice resolution were obtained in the temperature
range between 5 and 140 K. The careful and thorough analysis of the dependence of the STM images on bias
polarity, energy, and temperature allowed us to identify unambiguously the three different types of chains
composing the NbSe3 unit cell at all temperatures, resolving contradictions from previous STM results. From
two-dimensional Fourier transform of the STM images, we show that at the surface plane both CDW’s wave
vectors are in very good agreement with bulk reported values projected on the b ,c plane. The q1 CDW has,
for wave vector, q1=0.24b. Spatially, the q1 modulation is essentially developed on type III chains with a
weak contribution on type II neighboring chains. The q2 CDW has, for wave vector, the projected value q2p
=0.26b+0.5c. This modulation is mainly developed on type I chains but surprisingly has an important
contribution on type III chains with an amplitude similar to the q1 contribution on these chains. This simul-
taneous double modulation on chain III leads to a beating phenomenon between the q1 and q2p periodicities
and gives rise to a new domain superstructure developed along the chain axis which is characterized by the
vector u=2 q2p−q1−c=2 0.26−0.24b. We believe that these new features give a clue of the coupling
between the q1 and q2 CDWs in the pinned regime. Whereas most studies investigated the various character-
istics of both CDWs by probing the Nb atoms properties, our results are consistent with the interpretation
according to which the electronic local density of states probed by STM is mostly that of the surface Se atoms.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.045423 PACS numbers: 68.37.Ef, 71.45.Lr, 73.20.r, 71.20.Ps
I. INTRODUCTION
Many low-dimensional systems undergo a phase transi-
tion at a temperature called the Peierls temperature below
which the electronic density is modulated and forms a charge
density wave CDW with the wave vector q=2kF kF being
the momentum at the Fermi level concomitant with a peri-
odic lattice distortion involving the same wave vector. Soon
after its invention by Binnig et al. in 1982,1 the scanning
tunneling microscopy STM technique has been applied by
Coleman et al.2 for imaging directly the CDW in the real
space at the surface of the quasi-two dimensional CDW com-
pound 1T-TaS2. Early experiments were performed in liquid
media, encountering severe limitations to extract the intrinsic
electronic properties at the surface. Recent STM measure-
ments were reported in the last years on quasi-one dimen-
sional CDW compounds, in improved experimental condi-
tions under ultrahigh vacuum UHV, allowing the discovery
of new effects and new surface phenomena, including
the results from our group on tetrathiafulvalene-
tetracyanoquinodimethane TTF-TCNQ Ref. 3 and on the
blue bronze K0.3MoO3.4–6 In the present work we have in-
vestigated by STM the CDW states, which occur in the one-
dimensional compound NbSe3. In contrast to the cases of
TTF-TCNQ and K0.3MoO3, the opening of the CDW gaps in
NbSe3 only affects a part of the Fermi surface, the sample
showing metallic resistivity down to very low temperature.
NbSe3 was the first low-dimensional conductor discov-
ered in which the CDW slides upon the application of a
voltage above a threshold value leading to nonlinear trans-
port properties.7,8 It has become one of the most widely stud-
ied CDW systems.9 NbSe3 has a linear chain structure con-
sisting of metallic chains running along the b axis, built of
triangular prisms of selenium Se atoms having a niobium
Nb atom at their center. Chains are staggered with respect
to each other by half the height of the unit cell. Therefore
besides the six selenium atoms of the MX6 prism, each nio-
bium is bonded to two more Se atoms from neighboring
chains, and its coordination number is eight.10,11 NbSe3 crys-
tallizes in a ribbonlike shape with the chain axis along b, the
ribbon being parallel to the b ,c plane. The typical size of
the samples is a length of a several mm even cm, a width
along c of 10–50 m, and a thickness of a few microns.
There are six chains in the P21 /m monoclinic unit cell which
are distinguished according to the strength of the chalcogen-
chalcogen bond in the basis of the triangle of the chain.
Chains with strong Se-Se pairing Se8-Se9 distance of
2.37 Å are called chains III; those with intermediate pairing
Se2-Se3 distance of 2.49 Å are the chains I; and those with
weaker bond Se5-Se6 distance of 2.91 Å are the chains II
see Fig. 1. However, the distance between the Se atoms
from chains I and II Se3-Se5 is only 2.73 Å, indicating a
relatively strong coupling between these chains. NbSe3 un-
dergoes two successive Peierls transitions at T1=144 K and
T2=59 K involving two different CDW wave vectors: q1
=0.24b high-temperature CDW and q2=0.5a+0.26b
+0.5c low-temperature CDW. The lattice parameters at
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room temperature are a=10.009 Å, b=3.48 Å, c
=15.629 Å, and =109.47°.
Figure 1 shows the projection of the NbSe3 unit cell uc
perpendicular to the chain axis b. After cleavage, the top
selenium atoms are the highest away from the b ,c surface.
The nearest niobium atoms from the surface are lying imme-
diately below and are located at distances in the range
1.8–2.4 Å from the highest Se8 atom. Due to this inequiva-
lent crystalline surface structure inside the uc, the chains III
are expected to be higher in STM images. However the dis-
tinction between the chains II and I will require a high spatial
resolution to measure accurately the various Se-Se distances
as well as the position of each chain with respect to chain III.
Note that the Se atoms of chains I and II are displaced along
by b /2 from the selenium atoms of chain III.
NMR Refs. 12–14 and high-resolution x-ray
diffraction15 results show that q1 CDW mainly affects the Nb
atoms of chains III while q2 CDW mainly affects the Nb
atoms of chains I. Early STM experiments performed on the
b ,c plane of NbSe3 were carried out in liquid media and
three inequivalent types of chain could be identified.16,17 Re-
sults obtained at 77 K did not give a clear evidence of the
presence of the q1 CDW in constant current STM images.
Authors argued that, due to a poor signal to noise ratio, the
q1 modulation could only be detected on some STM scans
along the b direction on one of the three chains which was
therefore identified as chain III.17 The 77 K results were
inconsistent with the ones obtained at 4 K concerning the
correct identification of chains I, II, and III. Results obtained
at 4 K in liquid helium suggested that all three chains carry a
strong CDW modulation.17–19 A controversy arose because
x-ray diffraction results showed that the largest displacive
modulations occur on NbIII and NbI while smaller dis-
placive modulations affect the Se atoms of chains I, II, and
III directly bonded to NbIII and NbI.15 This discrepancy
between x-ray diffraction and STM results, concerning the
strong q2 CDW modulation measured by STM on chains II,
was partially solved by tight-binding calculations for a
slab.20 Due to the exponential decrease in the atomic-orbital
amplitudes with distance, it was shown that STM should
probe only the local density of states LDOS associated with
the surface Se atoms.20 According to those calculations,
chains II should also be involved in the q2 CDW formation
but STM should measure a smaller CDW amplitude on
chains II than on chains I and III. Before our present work
only one STM experiment was performed under UHV con-
ditions, but at room temperature, i.e., in the normal state.21
In this study, we have investigated both q1 and q2 charge
density wave states taking place in NbSe3, in the temperature
range between 5 and 140 K, by low-temperature scanning
tunneling microscopy under ultrahigh vacuum on the in situ
cleaved b ,c surface. A preliminary report of the STM im-
ages at 5 K appeared.22 The present results allow a clear
identification of the three inequivalent chains existing inside
a single unit cell at all temperatures. Using high-resolution
STM images, the surface local distribution of the q1 and q2
CDWs on these elemental chains I, II, and III is carefully
established. A consistent picture of the spatial distribution of
both CDWs at all studied temperature on the three types of
chains is obtained, together with a precise characterization of
the CDW wave vectors at the surface. A surprising simulta-
neous double modulation is observed on chains III leading to
a beating phenomenon between the q1 and q2 periodicities.
This phenomenon gives rise to a new domain superstructure
developed along the chain axis b which is characterized by
the vector u=2 0.26−0.24b. We suggest that these new
features give a clue of the coupling between the q1 and q2
CDWs in the pinned regime.
II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Experimental setup
The present work was performed with an Omicron low-
temperature UHV-STM system equipped with two UHV
separated chambers. Well-characterized NbSe3 single crys-
tals with typical dimensions of 0.01100.05 mm3 were
selected. Samples were cleaved in situ at room temperature
along the b ,c planes; the optically flat b ,c surface was
carefully inspected before loading the sample into the STM
head and finally slowly cooling down the system. Performing
STM measurements on a cleaved NbSe3 surface is tricky and
delicate. First, because the sample width is only of tens of
microns and second, because there always remain floating
NbSe3 fibers over the sample surface after cleavage, creating
a risk for tip contamination. Both mechanically sharpened
Pt/Ir tips and electrochemically etched W tips were used for
the experiments leading to similar results. The q1 and q2
CDW states were studied from 5 to about 140 K both in
cooling and in warming the system. All the STM images
shown in the following are measured in constant current
mode with the bias voltage applied on the sample.
B. STM on a quasi-one-dimensional metal
In the Tersoff-Hamann approximation, the tunneling cur-
rent flowing between a metallic surface and the STM tip, and
therefore the brightness of an STM image, is proportional to
the local electronic density of states at the Fermi level EF,
evaluated at the tip apex r0, i.e., r0 ,EF.23 The situation of
a quasi-one-dimensional metal is noticeably different from
FIG. 1. Color online Projection of the unit cell of NbSe3 per-
pendicular to the chain axis b. It consists of three pairs of chains
labeled I, II, and III. Small and large circles denote Nb and Se
atoms, respectively. Hatched Se atoms are lying at z=0 and full Se
atoms at z=b /2. For each type of chain, the Nb atoms are displaced
by b /2 from the Se atoms. At the b ,c plane, the chains I, II, and
III are lying, exposing the Se atoms at the surface after cleavage.
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that of an isotropic metal. In particular the Fermi surface of
quasi-one-dimensional materials is open and consists of
warped cylinders with their axis perpendicular to the sheets,
i.e., perpendicular to b ,c planes for NbSe3. In this situa-
tion, all electronic states available in the sample at EF pos-
sess a finite k wave vector. For small bias voltages, the
tunneling transmission coefficient will be proportional, in a
first approximation, to exp−2zk2+2,23 where  charac-
terize the effective inverse length for the transmission coef-
ficient to decrease along the direction perpendicular to the
surface, z being the distance from the surface. It is seen that
tunneling will favor the states with the lowest k values. We
evaluated the extremal values taken by k for electronic
states on the Fermi surface of NbSe3, and we found that
0.23 Å−1 k0.30 Å−1, yielding a ratio of the extremal
transmission coefficients equal to 1.3. This means that for
NbSe3 and for states close to EF, the LDOS probed by STM
is to a good approximation proportional to r0 ,EF of the
top layer.
The isocontours of r0 ,EF, that are measured in a con-
stant current STM image, are governed by geometrical and
electronic factors. The electronic factor is the LDOS of the
surface atoms at the Fermi level. The geometrical factor is
related to the exponential decrease in the atomic-orbital am-
plitudes with increasing distance from the surface. Thus,
only the sample surface atoms closest to the tip that possess
a non-negligible LDOS around EF contribute the largest to
the tunneling current and hence determine the contrast of the
STM images. In the b ,c plane of a single NbSe3 layer, the
surface Se atoms are expected to determine the r0 ,EF iso-
contours because they are located several Å closer to the
STM tip than the closest Nb atoms, although the LDOS on
the Nb atoms is about five times larger than on the Se sites.20
C. STM results of the q1 CDW phase
1. Polarity dependence of the images and identification of
chains I, II, and III
At variance with STM results on TTF-TCNQ and
K0.3MoO3, as well as with former STM results on NbSe3, we
found that there is a dependency of the STM images on the
polarity of the applied bias voltage, in usual tunneling con-
ditions. Figure 2 shows three STM images of NbSe3 taken at
T=77 K on the same 77 nm2 area revealing this effect.
At positive Vbias, when imaging the empty states of the
sample i.e., electrons tunneling out from the tip toward the
sample, three different types of chains could always be iden-
tified. The q1 CDW modulation is clearly observed, the su-
perlattice cell being indicated by a white rectangle see Fig.
2a. The observation that the q1 CDW is mainly developed
on two different chains combined with the analysis of the
mutual distances between neighboring chains allows us to
identify the three different chains in terms of chains I, II, and
III color code adopted in the following to indicate the type
of chain: pink for chains III, blue for chains I, and green for
chains II. On the contrary, at negative Vbias, when imaging
the occupied states electrons tunneling out from the sample
to the tip, the chains II were found to exhibit a lower LDOS
and therefore only two types of chains are visible in the unit
cell which are identified as chains I and III see Fig. 2c.
The change of contrast on chains II from Vbias=+200 to
Vbias=−200 mV is made explicit in Fig. 2b. It should be
noted that the maxima of the CDW corrugation are shifted by
 between positive and negative bias voltages. This effect, of
electronic origin, can be simply explained by analyzing the
phase of the electronic wave functions of nearly free
electrons submitted to a weak periodic one-dimensional
FIG. 2. Color online STM images of NbSe3 b ,c plane measured at 77 K on the same 77 nm2 area, showing the dependency of the
STM images on the polarity of the applied bias voltage. I=100 pA. a Vbias=+200 mV. Three types of chains can be identified, one of
them carrying a strong q1 CDW modulation and therefore identified as chain III. CDW modulation forms bright maxima along the chains,
and the superlattice cell is indicated by a white rectangle. The two remaining chains are consistently identified as chains I and II. The
transverse corrugation is of 0.2 Å and the q1 CDW corrugation is of 0.1 Å. b Change from Vbias=+200 mV in the bottom half of the
image to Vbias=−200 mV in the upper half. There is a change of contrast on the chains II and only the chains I and III are clearly seen for
Vbias=−200 mV. Maxima of CDW hole and electron states present a  phase shift indicated by continuous lines, as expected for a
quasi-one-dimensional system. c Vbias=−200 mV. Only chains I and III are clearly visible. Transverse corrugation is of 0.4 Å and q1
CDW corrugation is of 0.1 Å.
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potential.24 This effect has already been observed by STM in
systems with additional periodic potential, and in particular
in CDW systems.25,26 The maxima of the CDW corrugation
for Vbias	0 are indicated by parallel lines, becoming CDW
minima for Vbias
0.
This dependence on the polarity occurs when the ampli-
tude of Vbias is higher than 100 mV for a junction resistance
typically on the order of 0.1–3 G. For amplitudes lower
than 100 mV, the contribution of the three chains can be
detected for both polarities.
A possible explanation may be found in the particular
band structure of NbSe3. Several band structures have been
proposed. It is considered that the band structure around the
Fermi level consists of six bands originating from the dz2
states of the Nb atoms, noticeably hybridized with the 4p
states of highest energy of the Se atoms. Four of these bands
cross EF. All models attribute two of these six bands as origi-
nating mainly from the chains III. The two other bands with
the highest energy—labeled b1 and b2 in Ref. 27—originate
mainly from chains II. Different results have been presented
concerning the position of these two bands with respect to
EF. Calculations of Bullet,28,29 Shima,30,31 and photoemission
results of Schäffer et al.32,33 found that the bottom of one of
these two bands crosses EF, leading to five bands crossing
E f. On the contrary, calculations of Canadell et al.27 locate
the fifth band above the Fermi level. In addition, the last two
bands originating essentially from the Nb atoms of chains I
are strongly hybridized with electronic states of chains II.
One possibility to interpret the dependence on the polarity of
the STM images would be, following the band-structure cal-
culations of Canadell et al.,27 that one of the two empty
bands, namely, b1, would be nearly below the Fermi level
with a minimum on the order of a few tens of mV. For any
positive applied bias voltage, electrons could then tunnel out
from the tip to the empty states of the chains II, making them
visible in the STM images, as observed in the experiment.
For negative Vbias the contribution of electrons tunneling out
from chains II would be significant only for small bias volt-
ages on the order of the minimum of the b1 band and would
decrease with increasing Vbias, with respect to the contribu-
tion of electrons tunneling out from chains I and III, as ob-
served experimentally.
2. Energy dependence of the images
A change of contrast in the STM images occurs as a func-
tion of the amplitude Vbias of the applied voltage whatever
the polarity. At low energy, chains I are the highest in the
STM image, while at higher energy, chains III are the high-
est. At 77 K the crossover occurs around 150–200 mV, i.e., in
the energy range of the q1 CDW gap 21.32,34–37
This effect is shown in Fig. 3 for both left images Vbias
= 100 mV, and for both right images Vbias= 250 mV. In
the central image, the polarity changes from +100 mV at the
bottom to −100 mV in the middle part and to +100 mV
again at the top. The three left images have been measured
on the same zone, a defect being visible in the middle of the
image. The two right images are slightly shifted, but with the
same defect visible. In addition, the dependence on the po-
larity is clearly seen, as mentioned above. Both from the
FIG. 3. Color online Dependence of the STM images on the probed energy of NbSe3 b ,c plane measured at 77 K on a 20
20 nm2 area. Left images, top: Vbias=+100 mV; bottom: Vbias=−100 mV; right images, top: Vbias=+250 mV; bottom: Vbias=
−250 mV. In the middle image, one can follow the change of polarity from +100 mV in the bottom, −100 mV in the median part, and
+100 mV again in the top.
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surface crystallographic structure and the electronic struc-
ture, Ren and Whangbo20 have shown that, in the Tersoff-
Hamann approximation, chains III should dominate the
LDOS around the Fermi level, due to the fact that their ex-
ternal Se8 atoms are the nearest from the STM tip. For
probed energies lower than 21, the LDOS on chains III is
redistributed due to the opening of the CDW gap 21 affect-
ing essentially those chains; this explains why the chains I
appear higher than chains III in this situation see both left
images of Fig. 3. The chains III become the highest in the
STM images above an energy scale on the order of 21 see
both right images of Fig. 3. A detailed theoretical analysis of
the voltage dependency of the STM images was reported for
the 2D compound 2H-NbSe2.38
3. q1 CDW wave vector and resolution of the atomic lattice
Figure 4 shows a typical STM image of the empty states
measured at 77 K with a bias voltage of +100 mV applied to
the sample, i.e., close to the CDW gap edge value reported
by other spectroscopic techniques.32,34–37 The atomic lattice
corrugation is resolved, although it appears not very clearly
in the image for the b direction. However, the two-
dimensional 2D Fourier transform FT of this STM image
presented in Fig. 5 clearly shows the lattice Bragg spots,
attesting that the atomic lattice periodicity is resolved in the
real-space image. The corresponding unit-cell vectors b and
c are indicated, as well as 1=2 /q1, the q1 CDW period.
Three types of chain are clearly visible in the lattice uc and
labeled according to our interpretation explained above. One
of them carries strongly the q1 CDW modulation chains III.
We note that chains II are also modulated by the q1 CDW,
but with an amplitude around three to five times weaker than
that on chains III. This is in agreement with x-ray diffraction
results which show that Se atoms belonging to chains II and
being the nearest Se atoms from chains III are modulated by
q1 Ref. 15 Se6 atoms in Fig. 1. The observed zero phasing
between q1 periodicity on chains III and II suggests hybrid-
ization between the electronic states of the neighboring Se
atoms of these two chains.
Figure 5 shows the 2D-FT of the image presented in Fig.
4. Both the surface lattice spots and the q1 CDW superlattice
spots are observed. The simultaneous resolution of both the
atomic lattice and the CDW allows to extract precisely the
relation q1=0.24b. This q1 value at the surface is in very
good agreement with the 0.241b bulk value reported by
x-ray diffraction experiments.15 We note also the presence of
satellites of smaller amplitude with vector q2p=0.26b
+0.5c, clearly visible around the central peak. They corre-
spond to the q2 CDW projected on the b ,c plane. Obser-
vation of the q2p superlattice spots at the surface of NbSe3
almost 20 K above the Peierls temperature reported for the
bulk, indicates that the q2 CDW ordering occurs at higher
temperature at the surface than in the bulk.39
In some high-resolution images, one can detect locally a
defect characterized by the occurrence of an extra CDW pe-
riod on a particular chain, corresponding to a local dephasing
of  of the CDW, i.e., a local loss of phase coherence. On the
STM profile measured along this chain, it is observed that
the CDW amplitude is strongly reduced at the position of this
defect. This defect can thus be identified as an amplitude
soliton. The interaction of the CDW with defects will be
described in a following paper.40
FIG. 4. Color online STM image of the b ,c plane of in situ
cleaved NbSe3 measured at 77 K. Scanned area: 2020 nm2. The
atomic lattice corrugation is resolved and the corresponding unit
cell is indicated together with the supercell of the q1 CDW. Vbias
=+100 mV, I=1 nA.
FIG. 5. Color online 2D Fourier transform of the STM image
is shown in Fig. 4. The lattice Bragg spots, corresponding to b and
c reciprocal vectors are indicated by black arrows, and the q1
CDW superlattice spots are indicated by purple light vectors.
STM measurements lead to q1=0.24b at the surface, in very good
agreement with bulk reported values. Weaker superlattice spots as-
sociated to the q2 CDW are also visible at about 20 K above bulk
transition temperature see text.
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D. STM results of the coexisting q1 and q2 CDW phases
The STM results obtained at 5 K are consistent with those
obtained at 77 K as far as the identification of the three types
of chains, the dependence of the images on the polarity and
on the energy are concerned. However, at 5 K the images are
complex and the Fourier analysis reveals the presence of
numerous spatial frequencies. Below T2, q1 is found to yield
the same value as at 77 K. Figure 6 shows an STM image
measured at 5 K where both CDW superlattices as well as
the underlying atomic lattice corrugation are resolved simul-
taneously. The q2 CDW is very visible on the image, the
corresponding supercell being indicated. The q2 CDW super-
lattice affects essentially the chains I, but also to a less con-
tent, the chains II and III, as previously reported.22 As at 77
K, three different chains are visible in the uc for Vbias	0.
The chains on which the q2 modulation is essentially devel-
oped are identified as chains I. Analysis of the mutual dis-
tances between neighboring chains allows to distinguish
chains II from chains III. As a surprising result, the q2 modu-
lation is found to affect also the chains III. This has for
consequence the observation of a “beating” phenomenon be-
tween the two slightly different periods of both CDWs along
b. This also allows to understand why the superlattice asso-
ciated with q1 is no more directly visible in the STM images
at 5 K, whereas it was easily seen at 77 K see Figs. 2–4.
Moreover when one carefully examines the STM images
along the chains III, one can find a new long-range modula-
tion which has an opposite phase on next-neighbor type III
chains see Fig. 6. Profile analysis also shows that the q2
CDW modulates the chains II with an amplitude two or three
times smaller than the one modulating chains I. q2 modula-
tions are out of phase between the chains I and II that are
immediate neighbors, as seen in Fig. 6.
The 2D-FT of the STM image of Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7.
Bragg spots corresponding to the reciprocal vectors b and c
black arrows associated with the atomic lattice are visible.
Around them, q1 and q2p satellite peaks are visible. The val-
ues found for the superlattice wave vectors are q1=0.24b
and q2p=0.26b+0.5c. The accuracy of our measurements
is such that one can distinguish the small difference between
the b components of both CDWs: 0.24 and 0.26. The mea-
sured values of the wave vectors are independent of the
probed energy, as expected for a CDW crystal. In addition to
first harmonics, harmonics of order 2 and 3 for q1 and q2p are
seen, indicating that the two modulations are not purely sinu-
soidal. Second harmonics of q1 and q2 have been recently
detected in high-resolution x-ray measurements using syn-
chrotron radiation.41
To analyze in more details the spatial distribution of the
various frequencies present in the STM images, we have
filtered the FT of the images, keeping only the Fourier com-
ponents to be studied by multiplying the original FT image
by a suited filter. Using the linearity between FT and inverse
Fourier transform IFT,42 Fourier filtering of the STM im-
ages allows to isolate the spatial contribution of the selected
spectral components to the original image. The IFT images
FIG. 6. Color online STM image of the b ,c plane of in situ
cleaved NbSe3 measured at 5 K. Vbias=+200 mV, I=150 pA.
Three types of chains are visible and the proposed identification of
chains I, II, and III is consistent with our results obtained at 77 K
shown in Figs. 2–4. The surface lattice unit cell and the q2 CDW
surface supercell are indicated by black and blue gray arrows 2
is the q2 period along the chain axis. Surprisingly the q2 CDW
extends also on chains III making difficult the direct visualization of
the q1 CDW superlattice in the image see text. However the 2D
Fourier transform of this image shown in Fig. 7 clearly shows its
existence.
FIG. 7. Color online 2D Fourier transform of the STM image
shown in Fig. 6. Lattice Bragg spots, corresponding to b and c
reciprocal vectors are indicated by black arrows. q1 and q2p CDW
superlattice spots are indicated, respectively, by purple light and
blue gray arrows. STM measurements yield q1=0.24b and q2p
=0.26b+0.5c in very good agreement with bulk reported values
projected on the b ,c plane.
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obtained from the original image seen in Fig. 6 are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. The corresponding filters applied to the FT
shown in Fig. 7 are presented below each IFT image. For
each FT image, a filter consist of elementary circular band-
pass filters, whose center is defined right at the maximum
amplitude of the local Fourier spot to be band pass filtered.
The radius of one elementary circular filter is defined in such
a way that outside the circle, the amplitude of the remaining
spectral components is within the background noise ampli-
tude of the FT image. Inside the circle outside the circle,
the filter values are equal to one zero and a nonabrupt tran-
sition region from the ones to the zeros is defined to avoid
numerical discontinuity. In Fig. 8, filtering keeps the atomic
lattice peaks written as nb+mc and the superlattice asso-
ciated with q1 peaks written as nb+mc+ lq1. The result-
ing IFT image shown in Fig. 8 displays very well the three
types of chains: I, II, and III. It is observed that the q1 CDW
modulates essentially the chains III, with a modulation am-
plitude of 0.1 Å, in agreement with the results obtained at 77
K for comparable tunneling current and applied bias voltage
see Fig. 2. Chains II are also modulated by q1 with an
amplitude three or four times smaller than that on chains III;
this is also consistent with the results obtained at 77 K. This
analysis also allows to see that the q1 CDW almost does not
modulate the chains I.
In Fig. 9, filtering keeps the atomic lattice and the super-
lattice associated with the q2 CDW. It shows more clearly
that, as described above, the q2 CDW modulates essentially
chains I with an amplitude of 0.2 Å, and the neighboring
chains II with an amplitude about three times smaller, both
modulations being out of phase on immediate neighbor
chains. More surprisingly, chains III are affected by the q2
CDW modulation. The corresponding amplitude is compa-
rable to that of the q1 amplitude on these chains. This has for
consequence the beating between both q1 and q2 periodici-
ties see next section.
Our results concerning the spatial distribution of q2
modulation on the three chains is qualitatively different from
FIG. 8. Color online Inverse Fourier transform of Fourier-
filtered STM image. This image is obtained from the original STM
image shown in Fig. 6 by multiplying the band-pass filter indicated
in black and white below the IFT image by the Fourier transform
shown in Fig. 7 white corresponds to values equal to one and black
to zero. This procedure allows to disentangle the various spatial
frequencies present in the original image. This filter keeps only the
atomic lattice and the q1 CDW superlattice.
FIG. 9. Color online Same as in Fig. 8 but with a filter keeping
only the atomic lattice and the q2 CDW superlattice.
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the results obtained by x-ray diffraction and NMR experi-
ments. This is interpreted as a consequence of the fact that
STM probes the energy integrated LDOS of the surface Se
atoms and not that of the underlying Nb atoms, the latter
being, however, more affected by the CDWs. It is possible
that the surprising distribution of q2 on the three chains is
due for one part to the strong hybridization between the elec-
tronic states of the Se atoms of chains I with those of the
neighboring chains, and for a second part to the fact that
these states are transversally more delocalized than those of
chains III. For chains I this would yield electronic properties
of the Bloch states based on Se atom orbitals qualitatively
different from those based on the underneath Nb ones.
E. New long-range modulation of wave vector
u=2Ã (q2p−q1)−c
As already mentioned above, an unexpected and surpris-
ing result indicates that on chains III the q2 modulation is
present with an amplitude comparable to that of the q1
modulation. Figure 10 presents an STM image of the same
area as scanned in Fig. 6, but showing the occupied NbSe3
states Vbias=−200 mV. The inset in the bottom left part of
the figure allows easier comparison of Figs. 6 and 10. The
polarity dependence, as reported before see Figs. 2 and 3, is
clearly seen. The FT of Fig. 10 is shown in Fig. 11. The
comparison of the FT of the empty states image see Fig. 7
with the occupied states image see Fig. 11, shows the same
lattice Bragg spots together with first-order CDW q1 and q2p
spots. However other new numerous satellite spots are seen
in Fig. 11, including first, second, and third harmonics of q1
and q2p, as well as multiple combinations of q1 and q2p.
Figure 12 shows a magnified view of the central part of the
FT shown in Fig. 11. One can see harmonics of c, q1, and
q2p with many other new satellite peaks. Among those, the
most intense has an amplitude slightly lower than the q1
ones. They can be indexed as mc+2 q2p−0.5c−q1 with
m integer. The most intense peak of this type corresponds to
−2 q2p−0.5c+q1 and is indicated in Fig. 12. One can
observe that together with the q1 peaks, they form a “dou-
blet” parallel to b separated by u=2q2p−q1−c=20.26
−0.24b, indicated by short lines in Fig. 12. These new
satellite peaks form bands parallel to c. The first band is
visible along the mc peaks with m integer. These peaks
can be indexed as mc+q1−q2p and mc−q1+q2p. The
doublet u separating these peaks is shown in the figure. The
second and third bands are located where first-order and
second-order q1 and q2p satellites occur. The peaks can be
indexed as: mc+nq1+ pq2p with m ,n , p integers. None of
these peaks, resulting from multiple combinations of q1 and
q2p, were observed in x-ray or electronic diffraction experi-
ments. Only the q1 and q2 second-order satellites were
detected in high-resolution x-ray synchrotron radiation
experiments.41 The position of these peaks does not depend
on the probed energy in the interval 400 mV, although this
new superstructure involves more harmonics for the occu-
pied states images. This new superstructure appears at tem-
peratures well below the occurrence of the q2 satellites and
could be related to the self-energy renormalization of the
band dispersion reported by photoemission below 50 K.33
FIG. 10. Color online STM image measured at 5 K showing
the same area as the one seen in Fig. 6 but showing here the occu-
pied states. Vbias=+200 mV, I=150 pA. The inset in the bottom
left part allows a detailed comparison with Fig. 6. It shows a
smaller part of the same area, the bottom half being scanned with
Vbias=+200 mV, the upper half with Vbias=−200 mV, highlighting
the polarity dependence of chains II. FIG. 11. Color online 2D Fourier transform of the STM image
shown in Fig. 10. Lattice Bragg spots, corresponding to b and c
reciprocal vectors, together with q1 and q2p CDW superlattice spots
are indicated. The same CDW wave vectors are found than in Fig.
7, in very good agreement with bulk reported values projected on
the b ,c plane. New numerous satellite spots are observed includ-
ing first, second, and third harmonics of q1 and q2p, as well as
multiple combinations of q1 and q2p.
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Using inverse Fourier transform of filtered STM images,
it is shown that the new superlattice formed by the doublet of
peaks q1 and 2 q2p−0.5c−q1 is essentially developed on
chains III. Figure 13 shows on 2020 nm2 and 60
60 nm2 images that the resulting superstructure is a do-
main structure developed on chains III. These domains are
indicated by arrows. Their characteristic period along b is
equal to 71q1 periods, which corresponds approximately
to u=0.04b. These domains with a periodicity u=0.04b
can be viewed as discommensurations along chains III, sepa-
rating zones with the q1 periodicity. The analysis of this new
superstructure benefited from the Fourier filtering procedure
we have followed. Indeed, the comparison of the original
Fig. 10 with the filtered Fig. 13 shows that this effect is
difficult to be seen and analyzed in the original real-space
STM image. This is because mainly one type of chain
chains III is affected by this long-range modulation, while
all three types of chains are at the same time spatially modu-
lated by the CDWs.
The peaks corresponding to this new periodic superstruc-
ture defined by the vector u have not yet been reported in
diffraction experiments. There is a possibility that this effect
is specific to the energy integrated LDOS of the selenium
atoms and does not exist for the deeper Nb atoms, which are
more affected by the q1 and q2 CDWs. A reason for that
might be the much lower hybridization between the Nb elec-
tronic states of different chains I, II, and III compared to that
of the Se atoms. It is also possible that this effect occurs on
Nb atoms, but with a very small amplitude due to their weak
mutual coupling, and is thus very difficult to detect experi-
mentally. However, the structure factor of Nb and Se atoms
is comparable, and the new modulation we have detected
could bring a small detectable contribution in high-resolution
x-ray diffraction experiment. NMR measurements on Se at-
oms could also reveal the existence of this coupling.
Is this coupling between q1 and q2 a surface effect or can
it be detected in the bulk? Below T2 a phase locking of the
coexisting CDWs has been anticipated.43 Indeed, the two
NbSe3 modulation wave vectors nearly satisfy the relation
2q1+q2111	0 which suggests the possibility of a
joint commensurability between the lattice and the two
CDWs. However, no anomaly in the temperature dependence
of q1 was detected44 in the vicinity of T2 and no lock-in
transition to a true commensurate phase has been observed
so far, implying that if a coupling exists, it is too small to be
measurable, at least in the static pinned regime. Neverthe-
less, in the sliding state a dynamical electronic charge trans-
FIG. 12. Color online Zoom of the central part of the Fourier
transform shown in Fig. 11. c reciprocal lattice vector together
with the q1 and q2p CDW wave vectors is indicated. Numerous
superlattice peaks are visible, forming a superstructure involving
both CDWs through the vector u=2 q2p−q1−c, indicated by
orange light short lines.
FIG. 13. Color online Inverse Fourier transform of Fourier-
filtered STM images such as shown in Fig. 11 sizes 2020 nm2
and 6060 nm2. The band-pass filter being used is indicated on
the upper right side white corresponds to values equal to one and
black to zero. This filter selects the atomic lattice and the doublet
of satellite peaks formed by q1 and 2 q2p−0.5c−q1. This pro-
cedure makes visible a domain superstructure developed on chains
III, indicated by red arrows, which is hardly seen in original Fig. 10.
The period is approximately defined by twice the difference in com-
mensurability between the q1 and q2 CDW components along the
chains, i.e., u=2 0.26−0.24b=0.04b.
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fer from the q1 to q2 condensate has been demonstrated,
deduced from the Fermi-surface variation inferred from a
concomitant shift of the q1 and q2 wave vectors.45
III. CONCLUSION
Using a UHV-LT-STM we have investigated the b ,c
surface plane of the CDW compound NbSe3, cleaved in
UHV. We have studied both q1 and q2 CDW phases. The
measured wave vectors at the surface are q1=0.24b and
q2p=0.26b+0.5c, in excellent agreement with the bulk val-
ues reported by x-ray or electronic diffraction, projected on
the b ,c plane. We have been able to identify the three types
of chains present in the unit cell; we have clarified ambigu-
ous previous STM results concerning this identification.
Contrary to previous STM measurements, our results indi-
cate clearly a dependence of the images on both polarity and
probed energy. Thus when probing the empty states of
NbSe3, chains I, II, and III are visible while only chains I and
III are observed when tunneling out of the occupied states.
Following the available band-structure calculations, we have
proposed the hypothesis that this polarity dependence of the
LDOS probed in STM images, results from the specific po-
sition with respect to the Fermi level of the two bands asso-
ciated with the electronic states of chains II. We have also
proposed a redistribution of the spectral weight when the
Peierls gaps are opened to explain the dependence of the
images on the amplitude of the applied voltage: for voltage
amplitude larger than the 1 and 2 gaps, chains III are seen
predominantly in the STM images.
Below T1 we have shown that the q1 modulation is essen-
tially measured on chains III, with a small in-phase contri-
bution on chains II, for Vbias	0, in agreement with x-ray
diffraction results. Below T2, STM images have a more com-
plicated character because they include various spatial peri-
odicities. Using the method of filtering the Fourier transform
of STM images, we have shown that it was possible to char-
acterize the spatial distribution of these various periodicities.
For TT2, the q1 modulation remains essentially measured
on chains III as for TT2; the q2 modulation is essentially
measured on chains I, but with an important contribution on
chains III with an amplitude similar to that of the q1 modu-
lation. This result concerning the q2 distribution on the three
types of chains is qualitatively different from the x-ray and
NMR results probing the Nb atoms, the latter being more
affected by the CDWs than the Se ones and also differently.
Our results are consistent with the interpretation that in usual
tunneling conditions the LDOS of the surface Se atoms is
probed by STM, whereas that of the underlying Nb atoms
contribute negligibly.
First-order, second-order, and third-order CDW satellite
peaks have been observed in the Fourier transform of STM
images, as well as new satellites peaks involving the wave
vectors mc+nq1+ pq2, suggesting that some electronic
states are modulated by both CDWs. Below T2, the analysis
of the Fourier transform of the STM images reveals that the
superlattice associated with the q1 modulation becomes a
superlattice of doublet peaks with q1 and 2 q2p−0.5c
−q1 wave vectors. A new superstructure of elementary wave
vector u=2 q2p−q1−c=0.04b is observed, correspond-
ing to twice the difference in commensurability between q1
and q2 along b. Our analysis suggests that this effect essen-
tially affects the chains III, which are modulated by both the
q1 and q2 CDWs, giving rise to discommensuration domains
of wave vector u=0.04b. These observations might be con-
nected to the consequences in the real space of the self-
energy renormalization of the band dispersion reported by
photoemission below 50 K.33
The temperature dependence of the amplitude of the q2p
satellites shows that the q2 transition temperature occurs at
the surface at a much larger temperature than in the bulk.
This effect is described in a forthcoming paper.
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